Dad, what is that?

Did you read it? Your mother and I...

We are both vaccinated! We are not leaving the basement until...

You know it’s BS, right?

Where did you get that?

Joan sent it to the group...

We are both vaccinated, aren't we?

Well, he wins some points now, wouldn't you agree?

The study itself is not linked anywhere, for starters...

Also some bold claims here, but no evidence or sources...

See? That's the issue right there.

Tons of studies are made to ensure their safety...

What about that study on vaccines and autism?

That was refuted long ago...

You need really good evidence if you go against the scientific consensus...

You need evidence, honestly...

There's a reason we use vaccines...

Also some bold claims here, but no evidence or sources...

Look, they also say that if we needed masks we would have evolved one naturally...

But that doesn't mean everything they publish is garbage...

That's... for real?

What about that study on vaccines and autism?

It sure is compelling enough to look elsewhere!

Like... do you really want to trust these guys?

That's... for real?

But that doesn't mean everything they publish is garbage...

Look, they also say that if we needed masks we would have evolved one naturally...

That was refuted long ago...

You need really good evidence if you go against the scientific consensus...

There's a reason we use vaccines...

Also some bold claims here, but no evidence or sources...

See? That's the issue right there.

Tons of studies are made to ensure their safety...

What about that study on vaccines and autism?

That was refuted long ago...

You need really good evidence if you go against the scientific consensus...

There's a reason we use vaccines...

Also some bold claims here, but no evidence or sources...

Look, they also say that if we needed masks we would have evolved one naturally...

But that doesn't mean everything they publish is garbage...

That's... for real?

What about that study on vaccines and autism?

It sure is compelling enough to look elsewhere!

Like... do you really want to trust these guys?
That’s CMN...
A serious newspaper...

God, they convinced us to take the flu shot...

Of all years, it had to be this one!

Have you read it? Or just the title?

... Why?

The study’s author...

An intern at St. Joseph’s Hospital admits it is a draft that was somehow leaked to social media.

It’s a research I was doing — he told CMN.

I dropped it when I saw that the number of vaccinated people recovering...

From COVID was significantly larger than the people that didn’t.

That’s the study...

See? Even serious outlets...

... Use these headlines to get clicks.

What do I always say?

Read the full article?

... Use these headlines to get clicks.

What do I always say?

Read the full article?

Read it, double check it, compare, find the original source...

It won’t! Everything will be fine. I promise...

Please, just... enjoy the rest of the day with mom.

And don’t listen to Joan!

I guess I’ll bring everything up again...

Thank you. See you later, Dad. Kiss mom for me.

Jeez...

I will.

Dad 3:19

As I write, the fight for critical thinking too, I guess...

I will.

IT IS HAPPENING!

Climate change is already at your doorstep.

The fight for critical thinking too, I guess...

God, they convinced us to take the flu shot...

Of all years, it had to be this one!

Have you read it? Or just the title?

The study’s author...

An intern at St. Joseph’s Hospital admits it is a draft that was somehow leaked to social media.

It’s a research I was doing — he told CMN.

I dropped it when I saw that the number of vaccinated people recovering...

From COVID was significantly larger than the people that didn’t.

That’s the study...

See? Even serious outlets...

... Use these headlines to get clicks.

What do I always say?

Read the full article?

... Use these headlines to get clicks.

What do I always say?

Read the full article?

Read it, double check it, compare, find the original source...

It won’t! Everything will be fine. I promise...

Please, just... enjoy the rest of the day with mom.

And don’t listen to Joan!

I guess I’ll bring everything up again...

Thank you. See you later, Dad. Kiss mom for me.

Jeez...

I will.
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As I write, the fight for critical thinking too, I guess...